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I.   INTRODUCTION 

Faltering growth after the global financial crisis has left many countries in search of new drivers 
of economic growth. Weaknesses in both domestic demand and trade have been exacerbated by 
limited space for countercyclical policies in some countries, a waning pace of trade 
liberalization and a decline in the growth of global value chains (WEO, 2016). Like other 
regions, Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC) has struggled to overcome the economic 
fallout from the crisis, especially as it was followed by the end of the commodity super-cycle 
that fueled growth across most of the region before the crisis. As higher trade could still help 
increase economic efficiency, productivity and overall activity, this paper considers the extent to 
which LAC is integrated into global markets to determine the potential for further integration as 
a pillar of the region’s growth strategy. 2  

Traditional measures of economic integration, such as trade openness, do not capture the 
complexity of interactions between trade partners and make it more difficult to parse various 
dimensions of connectivity.3 We therefore turn to the rapidly developing literature on networks 
(e.g. Barabási (2016) and Newman (2003)) to disentangle the sources of integration, explore 
their network and growth effects, and understand how central the region is in the growing world 
trade networks (WTN). Network theory has been extensively employed in physics, biology, 
computer science and social networks, with researchers in some of these fields undertaking 
initial studies of the topological features and evolution of the WTN.4 The application of network 
analysis indicators to the study the extent of global economic integration is now increasingly 
being applied to economics, including for understanding trade integration at both regional and 
global levels.5 These alternative measures of trade integration have yet to be considered in-depth 
for LAC.6 

This paper assesses LAC’s integration into the WTN. First, we reassess the extent of LAC’s 
integration based on traditional measures of trade integration. We then consider alternative 
measures of LAC’s trade integration based on network integration measures, including how this 
integration evolved over time, whether LAC’s under-trading is primarily a result of the paucity 
of trade links or weak trade flows, and how central or important LAC countries are to the WTN. 

                                                 
2 Beaton, Cebotari and Komaromi (2017) for example assess the extent to which trade affects economic growth. 

3 These measures suggest, for example, that LAC is less integrated into the WTN than other regions and that most 
economies in the region under-trade relative to fundamentals based on results from gravity models (IMF (2015)). 

4 See, for example, Serrano and Boguña (2003), Garlaschelli and Loffredo (2005), Serrano et al. (2010). 
5 For example, Kali and Reyes (2007), Fagiolo, Reyes, and Schiavo (2008), Iapadre and Tironi (2009), De 
Benedictis and Tajoli (2011), De Benedictis et al. (2013). 
6 Reyes, Schiavo and Fagiolo (2007), for example, compare the dynamic integration of LAC and East Asian 
countries within the trade network up to 2005. They found the LAC region lagging behind in terms of the number 
and intensity of trade connections, largely reflecting a loss in centrality for Venezuela and stagnation in integration 
of large countries other than Brazil. World Bank (2015) looks at the connectivity of LAC’s economies in the world 
trade and financial networks, largely from the perspective of the dynamics of the world’s North-South integration, 
also contrasting it to the East Asian region. 
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We also compare LAC’s integration in the WTN against fundamentals-based benchmark 
networks. We estimate two models of trade network formation (binary and weighted), in both 
cases drawing on the gravity model, and compare the actual degree of integration to the 
predictions of these models.  

The paper finds that, while LAC appears weakly connected into the WTN by traditional 
measures like trade openness, it is relatively well connected in terms of the number of trading 
partners, with the trading links of most countries in line or above what can be predicted based on 
country size or gravity models. Nevertheless, a number of countries remain under-connected due 
to the concentration of their exports to a few destinations (e.g. Mexico exports are primarily 
destined to the United States), preventing the region from reaching a critical threshold of 
connectivity that would allow it to play a more central role in the WTN.  

LAC’s integration in terms of the intensity of the trade flows is somewhat weaker. While the 
average size of the nominal trade flows is boosted by the strength of Mexico’s integration in the 
U.S. supply chains, many countries in the region have weaker nominal flows than could be 
predicted based on fundamentals. In relative terms, however, such under-trading is more 
pronounced in smaller countries in the region, while in larger countries, especially Brazil, under-
trading appears relatively small when the deviation of actual trade from the predictions of the 
gravity models is measured relative to the overall size of their trade flows.  

The strength of LAC’s trade links is particularly weak within the region, reflecting the extra-
regional concentration of its trade due in part to the large share of commodities in the exports of 
many LAC countries.7 The largest countries in the region (Mexico, Brazil) are not central to the 
LAC network, and play the role of only local hubs to their immediate neighbors or trade 
agreement partners. This leaves significant scope for larger countries to position themselves for 
a more central role in the regional subnetwork and boost regional integration. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses data and 
methodological issues, section III presents trade integration measures based both on traditional 
and network centrality measures, section IV compares LAC’s connectivity in the WTNs to that 
predicted by simulated models, and section V concludes.   

II.   DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

To assess the extent of LAC’s integration into the WTN, we construct both a binary and 
weighted version of the WTN. Data is obtained from the IMF’s Directions of Trade Statistics 
(DOTS) database, which reports annual data on bilateral exports over the 1948 to 2015 period.8 

                                                 
7 See Ding and Hadzi-Vaskov (2017) for an analysis of the composition of trade in the region and its determinants. 

8 The DOTS database contains annual, quarterly, and monthly trade data for approximately 184 countries as of 
2015, although the number of countries varies by year. Monthly and quarterly series are available starting 1960 and 
annual series are available starting 1947. It presents current figure on the value of merchandise exports and imports 

(continued…) 
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In both networks, the countries are the nodes or vertices, which are connected through edges or 
links. Since the trade links run from one node to another, both networks are directed networks, 
as opposed to undirected ones where the link runs in both directions. The binary (or unweighted) 
network is based on an export-import matrix reflecting the existence (1) or not (0) of a trade link 
between two countries. The second is a weighted network, where entries reflect the size of trade 
flows from exporters (rows) to importers (columns). For each of these networks, we construct a 
few key measures of integration from the network literature, which are defined in more detail in 
Annex I: 

 Degree is the number of total trade links (partners), often measured relative to the total 
number of possible links in the binary network. Since the trade network is directed, each 
node/country has an in-degree and an out-degree, reflecting the number of import and export 
partners, respectively;  

 Strength is the intensity of a trade connection in a weighted network, i.e. the sum of all 
(import and export) bilateral trade flows of a country in the network, frequently scaled by 
the sum of all trade flows in the network. As with degree, in-strength and out-strength refer 
to the intensity of the country’s import and export links, respectively;  

 Eigenvector centrality measures a country’s connectivity to many or important links, with 
weighted and unweighted counterparts; in- and out-eigencentrality measure connectivity to 
central importers and exporters, respectively;  

 Closeness centrality: the average geodesic distance to other nodes in the network; 9 and  

 Betweenness centrality: the number of shortest paths connecting all nodes (countries) in the 
network to all other nodes that pass through the node of interest; high-betweenness is akin to 
being a network broker. 

The available bilateral trade data includes only data on trade in goods, therefore both traditional 
and network indicators may notably underestimate the integration of countries with a heavy 
reliance on services, such as the Caribbean countries whose exports are concentrated in tourism 
services.  
 

III.   HOW INTEGRATED IS LAC IN THE WORLD TRADE NETWORK? 

A.   Traditional Measures of Integration 

By traditional measures, LAC appears weakly integrated into the WTN. Despite accounting for 
about 8 percent of global economic activity in 2015, the region accounted for only about 5.1 
percent of global exports of goods and services. In 2015, LAC’s trade (exports and imports) 

                                                 
disaggregated according to a country’s primary trading partners. Imports is reported on the basis of Cost, Insurance 
and Freight (CIF), while exports are reported on a Free on Board (FOB) basis.  

9 The shortest path through the network from one node to the other. 
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represented only 44 percent of regional GDP, well below that of other emerging market 
economies in all regions of the world (Figure 1). While the region liberalized trade and 
benefited from increased trade openness in the late 1980s and early 1990s, its openness has 
remained relatively stable since the beginning of the 2000s. 

The large economies of South America drive LAC’s low average trade openness. There are 
significant cross-country differences in the region’s openness to trade, with openness ranging 
from 25 to 125 percent of GDP. The large economies of South America are the least open to 
trade, especially Brazil and Argentina, where trade accounts for only 27½ percent and 24 
percent of GDP respectively. Central American and Caribbean economies are much more open 
to trade, reflecting the relatively small size of these economies and related limited domestic 
production, which increases their reliance on imported goods and services. Mexico is also 
relatively more open compared to South America, despite its large size, due to its proximity to 
the United States and the low barriers to its trade with the United States after the North 
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) came into force in 1994. 

Figure 1. Trade and Trade Openness in Latin America and the Caribbean 

World Trade Network: Regional View Distribution of Trade Openness Indicators, World 

Note: The size of each node is proportional to each region’s trade flow; the width of 
each link reflects trade values and the color is same as the exporting region. 

Evolution of Trade Openness by Region Trade Openness in LAC Countries 
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B.   Overview of the Trade Network 

Network analysis provides a useful visualization of the WTN (Figure 2). Both the geographical 
and the centrality representations of the WTN suggest that the LAC region is integrated but not 
very central to the world network when the size of trade flows is taken into account.10 Under the 
centrality representation— where countries that receive most of the top flows are the ones pulled 
closer to the center of the network— the United States, China and major European economies 
are clearly the most central to the WTN. The clustering of the WTN broadly around regional 
boundaries is also evident. LAC clusters closer to the United States, as trade has traditionally 
been concentrated with this northern neighbor. More recently China has also gained prominence 
as an important export market for LAC’s commodity exporters as the cost of trade has declined 
and commodity exports to Asia have increased. In other regions, North Africa is closely 
integrated into European networks, while the Middle East, Africa and Asia are closely 
interlinked. The Caribbean region remains on the periphery of the WTN but, given the small 
size of many of these economies, prospects to occupy a more central role in the global network 
are likely limited.  

Figure 2. Latin America and the Caribbean Trade Network 

Geographic View 

 

Note: The charts show top 5 export flows for each country in 2015, in the world and LAC trade networks respectively. Node position is determined by 
geographic location, with size of the node proportional to the size of captured trade flows and size of edge proportional to the size of the bilateral trade flow.

 

 

 

                                                 
10 In both charts in Figure 2, the countries that receive most of the top 5-10 trade flows are generally the larger ones 
economically or in terms of trade, and hence the most integrated in the weighted trade network as we will see later.  
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Centrality View 

 

Note: The charts show top 10 export flows for each country in 2015, in the world and LAC trade networks respectively. Node position is determined by number 
of links each node is attached to, with country that has more links placed towards the center. Size of the node is proportional to the size of trade and color of the 
link is the same as export originating country. 

C.   Integration on the Extensive Margin (Degree) 

LAC is well integrated within WTN based on the number of its trading partners (i.e. market 
diversification, or degree). LAC is somewhat more diversified than the world average in terms 
trading partners, trading with about 70 percent of all countries as of 2015, lagging only North 
America, Europe and MENA (Figure 3). This suggests that at least some of the fixed costs of 
penetrating new markets have already been incurred by many of the region’s exporters. 
Although the average number of trading partners in LAC is higher than that of Asia, this reflects 
a more unimodal distribution of trade links across countries compared to a strongly bimodal 
distribution in Asia:  

 Five large countries in LAC are highly integrated into the WTN, with very well-diversified 
trade links (Brazil, Colombia, Argentina, Peru, and Chile). These countries, which account 
for about 60 percent of the region’s GDP, have trade links that, on average, cover about 
91 percent of all potential global trading partners. This is above or close to the 75th 
percentile of the global distribution of countries’ degree (Figure 3c). By contrast, the top 
13 most integrated countries in Asia (of which 8 are emerging markets) have trade 
relationships with 96 percent of potential partners — a higher connectivity than the top LAC 
countries. However, the regional average for Asia is lowered significantly by the weak 
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connectivity of its small remote islands and less developed countries, which give its degree 
density a bimodal distribution.11 

 The remaining countries in LAC have a more limited number of trade connections. The 
degree distribution in Figure 3b suggests that most countries in the region have trade links 
with around 60 percent of the potential global trade partners, although—as we will see 
later—this lower connectivity is well explained by traditional gravity variables, including 
the size of the economy. Mexico, which accounts for about a quarter of LAC’s GDP, is 
among the least integrated countries in an unweighted network because of its strong trade 
with the United States. Mexico has trade links with only half of its potential partners. Like 
Mexico, Panama, Belize, Guyana and Suriname are linked with only half of the countries.  

 Larger economies tend to have more trading partners, and hence occupy a more central role 
in the WTN (Figure 3d). The correlation between the number of trade links and the (log) size 
of the economy is high, at 0.8. Even accounting for the size of the economy, Mexico, 
Panama and Venezuela stand out in the region as having lower diversification than one 
would expect for their size.12 In subsequent sections, we will test formally the importance of 
country size as a determinant for trade integration. 

 The Caribbean region has the weakest market diversification in terms of trade in goods, with 
less than half of all possible trade links realized. This reflects both the small size of their 
economies, a very strong trade integration within the Caribbean region itself and weaker 
links with the rest of the world, as well as the fact that data covers only trade in goods at a 
time when services account for the largest share of their GDPs.13   

                                                 
11 Figure 3 treats the smaller Caribbean islands separately from the rest of the LAC region, to discern potentially 
different connectivity features. Like the smaller Asian economies, they are also less connected on average than the 
rest of the LAC region.  
12 For Panama, to a large extent this likely reflects the concentration of Panama’s trade in services whereas the 
bilateral trade data from DOTS used to assess the patterns of trading partners includes only trade in goods.  
13 There is no comprehensive bilateral trade in services data. 

Figure 3. Degree Centrality of LAC, 2015 
a. Degree Distribution by Region* b. Degree Density 
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Integration along the extensive margin has been fast across all regions, but particularly in LAC. 
The region has grown the fastest in terms of its trade links, increasing its number of reported 
partners by about 70 percent on average over the last 20 years. As in the rest of the world, the 
bulk of this growth in the number of trade partners has happened between late 1980s and late 
1990s, as evident in the significant shift in the degree distribution during this period (Figure 4a). 
Part of this increase in degree is attributable to the increase in the number of countries reporting 
bilateral trade data to DOTS. However, this period also corresponds to the region’s efforts to 
liberalize trade. Within LAC, the evolution of degree has not been uniform. The largest 
countries have moved fast toward close to full integration - similar to many emerging Asian 
countries – but this type of integration on the extensive margin stagnated for Mexico in the 
1970s (Figure 4b). 

Figure 4. Evolution of Degree Centrality* 
a. Regional Means Over Time b. Evolution for Selected Countries 

*Regional averages measured as simple averages for reporting countries, with data more complete after 1980. The large decline in 
degree around 1991-92 reflects the disintegration of the soviet bloc, with newly formed countries bringing down the regional averages 
due to still low integration in the global trade networks. 

Figure 3. Degree Centrality of LAC, 2015 (Concluded) 

c. Degree in LAC by Country d. Degree and Size of Economy 

     

    

  

* The box plot shows the maximum, upper quartile (median of the upper half of a data set), median, lower quartile and minimum of individual country trade ratios 
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D.   Integration on the Intensive Margin (Strength) 

Weak trade integration largely reflects weak trade flows rather than an inability to penetrate 
diversified markets. Under the basic measure of integration in a weighted network—namely, 
strength or sum of nominal trade flows at country level— LAC lags behind the most integrated 
regions (North America, Asia, and Europe) (Figure 5). The relatively small size of its economies 
explains their low strength centrality, but the latter is also due to the weak trade flows relative to 
the economy in some large countries (especially in the case of Brazil, Argentina, Colombia and 
Venezuela, Figure 6).  

Figure 5. Strength of Trade Links Figure 6. Strength and Size of Economy (2015) 

Despite the low average “strength” of LAC’s trade integration, Mexican trade flows stand out 
both in the region and in the world. Mexico ranks 13th in the world in terms of its strength score 
in the WTN (after the U.S., Canada, China, Hong Kong, and largest European countries), in 
large part reflecting the size of its economy, (Figure 7). Bilateral export flows from Mexico to 
the United States are the third largest in the world in 2015, following the export flows from 
China and Canada to the United States, while exports from Brazil to China ranked 75th in the 
world (Figure 8). 

Figure 7. Strength by Country (2015) Figure 8. Top 15 Trade Flows in the WTN (2015)

 

 
Note: Strength score measures the nominal trade flow scaled by 
number of all countries in the world less one. 

Note: The left nodes are the exporters and the right nodes the 
importers.
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E.   Other Centrality Measures 

While the network concepts of degree and strength measure direct connectivity within the WTN, 
other centrality measures reflect additional aspects of relevance in the network. Eigenvector, 
betweenness or closeness centrality — which measure, respectively, the importance of network 
nodes in terms of connectivity to important players, brokering between players, and closeness to 
connected players—may be relevant in 
the case of trade networks as measures 
of integration in global value chains, of 
the importance of countries as 
amplifiers of external shocks given 
their position in the network, or of the 
vulnerability of countries to spillovers 
from such shocks. For instance, 
eigencentrality is positively correlated 
with measures related to country 
participation in global value chains, 
such as the foreign value added in its 
gross exports (Figure 9)14.    

Centrality measures are strongly correlated with degree and strength (Figure 10). Most of the 
measures (closeness, eigencentrality) have a strong linear correlation among themselves and 
with degree centrality, driven by the high density of the WTN compared to other social or 
technological networks. In particular, the average density of the WTN was 0.56 in 2015, 
suggesting more than half of the potential connections have been realized. Betweenness, on the 
other hand, has an exponential relationship with the remaining measures, suggesting a country 
needs to accumulate a certain threshold of bilateral connections before becoming a network 
broker or hub. Figure 10 reports the correlations in the unweighted networks, whereas the 
correlations of the weighted measures with strength centrality is similarly strong in the weighted 
networks, but not reported here.  

                                                 
14 The upstream component of a country’s total GVC participation —the indirect value added, or the value of 
exported goods that are used as imported inputs by other countries to produce their exports—shows only a weak 
correlated with eigencentrality. 
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The high correlation of network measures drives the consistent relative rankings of regions 
under these measures. In unweighted networks, where the size of the flows is not taken into 
account, regional integration into the WTN 
is similar to that of degree. Based on simple 
averages, the North American region is by 
far the most connected, followed by Europe 
in second place, Middle East and Latin 
America as close thirds and finally followed 
by Asia, Africa and the Caribbean region. 
The regional rankings of betweenness 
centrality break this pattern, with the high 
connectivity of many Asian countries pulling 
the region ahead of Latin America in terms 
of this broker-centrality measure (Figure 11). 
Because of the high correlation of the 

Figure 10. Distribution and Correlation of Main Trade Network Measures  
(Unweighted network, 2015) 

Note: The off-diagonal scatters show the bi-variate correlations between the measures, while the diagonal charts show the distribution of each measures.  
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measures in the WTN, the paper will focus primarily on degree and strength in discussing 
integration.  

Looking at trade integration from the viewpoint of the number of trade channels has provided a 
different perspective than traditional indicators of trade openness, which rely on the volume of 
trade. Table 1 includes the rankings of countries in the LAC region and the top 20 countries in 
the world for trade openness and for the network connectivity indicators discussed above. The 
largest countries in the LAC region and in the world are often the ones with the lowest trade 
openness, but they are among the most integrated in terms of the number of trade links. For 
example, US, China, Brazil, Argentina and Colombia, are in the bottom decile of the world 
distribution of trade openness as measured by trade-to-GDP ratio, but the first three are in the 
top decile for almost all other measures of centrality in the WTN. Argentina and Colombia 
follow close in the third decile. In the LAC region, the five most integrated countries across all 
indicators are Brazil, Argentina, Colombia, Peru and Chile, as already noted above. The next 
five spots in the rankings are taken interchangeably by Costa Rica, Ecuador, Uruguay, the 
Dominican Republic and Paraguay (6 
percent of the region’s GDP). The 
embedded chart (Figure 12) confirms 
that the information provided by 
trade openness is quite orthogonal to 
the information provided by the 
number of country’s trade links, for 
example, although a clear negative 
relation exists for the LAC region: 
the countries with the lowest trade-
GDP ratios are on average the ones 
that have the largest number of trade 
connections, and vice versa.  

F.   Integration Within Latin America 

Viewed independently from the rest of the world, the LAC trade network is the densest regional 
network (Figure 13a). It has almost perfect connectivity among countries, with 97 percent of the 
export and import links realized, in part because it has the smallest number of countries (North 
America excluded). The large countries, which are most integrated in the WTN, have only 
marginally higher degree in the LAC networks (Figure 13b). One exception is Brazil, which has 
established a higher share of potential trade links in the world than in the region, although the 
difference is marginal. Smaller countries in the region are much better integrated within the 
regional network, and several are overtaking the largest countries as the most integrated (Costa 
Rica, Dominican Republic, Trinidad and Tobago).  
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Figure 13. Degree Centrality in Regional Subnetworks  

a. Degree Density by Region b. LAC Degree in World Network vs LAC Subnetwork 

The larger countries in LAC do not play important regional roles as hubs. As in the case of 
degree centrality, the largest countries in LAC maintain their centrality in the regional networks 
under the other network measures (such as eigenvector, betweenness and closeness centrality). 
However, Brazil’s eigencentrality score is higher in the WTN than in the regional one given its 
weak regional connectivity to important players (Figure 14). In the region, Brazil is mostly a 
regional hub for Mercosur countries, as we discuss below and has weaker trade with large 
countries like Mexico, while in the WTN it is strongly connected with the two largest nodes 
(United States and China). In terms of betweenness centrality, which reflects a country’s role as 
network broker or hub, the centrality of Brazil and Argentina in the regional networks is also 
only marginally higher than in the world network despite the relative dominance of their 
economies in terms of size, again pointing to a weak regional role. While Mexico plays a more 
central role in regional networks than in world networks due to its hub role for Central 
American countries, it remains among the least connected countries in the regional (binary) 
network (Figure 15). Unlike larger countries, smaller countries again take on a more central role 
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in the regional networks, especially in the case of betweenness centrality, due to their stronger 
connectivity within the region rather than the world. The lack of strong regional hubs is apparent 
in the regional network chart in Figure 16, where no country is clearly centered in the network 
and there is apparent clustering along regional or trade agreement lines. 

 

LAC trade is more concentrated outside the region compared to the rest of the world (Figure 
17). With only about a 15 percent of total exports destined to regional markets, LAC lags 
developed economies in Asia and Europe, where regional destinations account for well over 50 
percent of exports. This is in part the product of the high concentration of the region’s trade in 
commodities given its natural resource endowments and the strong trade links between Mexico 
and the United States, which explains the high trade integration of the region with United States 
and China. Among LAC countries, Bolivia, Paraguay and Uruguay stand out as more regionally 
integrated given their concentration of exports to Brazil as part of the Mercosur free trade 
agreement. Central America is another region that shows a higher degree of intra-regional 
integration.  

Moreover, the regional concentration of trade is less pronounced than concentration of outside 
trade: while the Brazilian market is clearly important for some economies, its role as a hub is 
more pronounced for its immediate neighbors and Mercosur partners (Argentina, Paraguay, 
Uruguay, and Bolivia as an associate member). It still features as one of the top three export 
markets in several countries in the region (Chile, Colombia, Peru, Venezuela), but in a much 
less important role. At the same time, Mexico takes over the hub role more clearly for the 
Central American countries.  

Figure 16. Latin America and the Caribbean Trade Network 

 

Note: The charts show top 10 export flows for each country in 2015, in the world and LAC trade networks respectively. Node position is determined by number 

of links each node is attached to, with country that has more links placed towards the center. Size of the node is proportional to the size of trade and color of the 

link is the same as export originating country. 
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In addition to the region’s generally outward trade orientation, lack of a clear regional hub may 
also reflect the fragmentation of the region’s trade agreements, which form the basis for the six 
regional trade blocs, each with relatively limited regional coverage, and diverse preferences and 
rules of origins.15 Moreover, limited trade and absence of a trade agreement between the region’s 
largest economies, Mexico and Brazil, is further limiting the scope of intra-regional trade.16  

                                                 
15 The six regional blocs include: (i) the Central American Common Market, established in 1960, with its members 
becoming part of a 2004 trade agreement between Central America, Dominican Republic and the US (DR-
CAFTA); (ii) the Andean Community, established in 1969, and currently covering Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador and 
Peru; (iii) CARICOM, established in 1973 and covering all countries in the Caribbean except the Dominican 
Republic; (iv) Mercosur, established in 1991 and currently covering Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay; (v) 
NAFTA, a 1994 free trade agreement between Mexico, the United States and Canada; and (vi) the Pacific Alliance, 
established in 2012 by Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Peru, For more detail on the LAC trade agreements see IADB 
(2017).    
 
16 Discussions for closer trade integration have been underway since 2015, but no specific agreement has been 
announced as of early 2017. 

Figure 17. Latin America Inter-and Intra-Regional Trade 
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The trade patterns above are also reflected in the clustering properties of the WTN. Within the 
WTN, five distinct trade “communities” or clusters can be identified (Figure 18a). One cluster is 
formed by North and Latin America (including Cuba, Jamaica), reflecting the role of the United 
States as a clear hub for LAC trade; a second cluster is formed by Europe and North Africa; and 
yet another by Middle East, Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa due to their close connectivity to 
China. Caribbean countries— largely those in the Eastern Caribbean Currency Union (St. Lucia, 
Grenada, Dominica, St. Kitts and St. Vincent), Barbados and Trinidad and Tobago, all members 
of the Caribbean Community (CARICOM) trading bloc—form a separate cluster quite distant in 
terms of strength of trade links from the rest of the world, given close trading in terms of goods. 
Two remote islands in Asia that are weakly connected to the rest of the world (Samoa and 
Tonga) form a separate group altogether. This breakdown into trading communities can be more 
intuitively seen in another representation of the WTN that focuses only on the top two import 
partners for each country and places countries with more top links towards the center of the 
chart (Figure 18b). 

Figure 18a. World Trade Network: Trade Communities (2015) 

 

Note: Calculated using the walktrap community detection algorithm with two steps. The figure excludes the fifth community formed by Tonga and 

Samoa due to its remoteness from the rest of the nodes in the network. The position of the nodes within the cluster does not reflect its centrality in the 
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Within the LAC region, the trade patterns discussed above are also consistent with the clustering 
of regional trade around trade agreements and neighboring countries (Figure 19). Four clusters 
can be identified within the LAC trade network: (i) the Mercosur cluster (including associate 
member Bolivia); (ii) Mexico and a few Central American and Caribbean countries (Dominican 
Republic, Panama, Suriname and Guyana), with 
Mexico serving as the hub; (iii) smaller Central 
America and Caribbean countries; and (iv) 
members of the Andean Community and Pacific 
Alliance (other than Bolivia).  There is no clear 
trading hub comparable to China in Asia or 
Germany in Europe where these countries form the 
center of a regional value chain: importing 
(intermediate goods) from within the region and 
exporting to large markets (IMF 2015). The region 
has also yet to reap the advantages of Mexico’s 
strong relationship with the U.S. market to develop 
Mexico into a regional hub, other than for some 
Central American countries. 

Figure 18b. World Trade Network: Top Links and Clustering (2015) 

 

Note: The network is based on directed-force algorithm. For each country, only the export flows toward the top two trading partners are considered. The 

size of the circle associated to each country is proportional to the number of inflows; different colors correspond to different geographical regions.
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G.   Network Integration and its Growth Effects 

Increasing connectivity within the trade network may have benefits beyond those implied by 
trade openness alone. In related work, we find evidence that a more central position in the trade 
network is associated with stronger growth outcomes, even after controlling for traditional 
measures of integration such as trade openness (Beaton, Cebotari and Komaromi (2017)).17 
Degree centrality (increasing the number of total trade partners, especially on the export side) 
and eigencentrality (connectivity to connected importers and exporters) matter for higher 
 economic growth, likely reflecting additional gains from technology and knowledge diffusion 
through connectivity, on top of strength of the trade links alone (Figure 20).  
We also find that connectivity to the most connected importers in the world trade network (i.e. 
the top 3 countries with highest in-eigencentrality measures) could boost growth beyond 
traditional volume-based 
measures, although a 
concentration of trade with most 
connected exporters does not 
appear to confer such benefits. 
Trade connectivity with regional 
partners (in this case measured by 
the shares of intraregional exports 
to total exports) is also associated 
with larger growth effects than 
connectivity outside the own 
region, suggesting considerable 
scope for LAC countries to boost 
growth through stronger intra-
regional trade.  

IV.   INTEGRATION IN ACTUAL VERSUS BENCHMARK TRADE NETWORKS 

In this section, we compare the connectivity of the actual trade networks with that predicted by 
benchmark networks. As benchmarks, we simulate two models of trade network formation: one 
for the binary network (where the export-import matrix has ones if there is a bilateral trade link 
and zero otherwise) and one for the weighted network (where the export-import matrix reflects 
the actual nominal flows). Gravity models are traditionally used to estimate weighted models, 
but we apply gravity variables to also simulate a binary network formation. 

                                                 
17 Kali and Reyes (2007) find similar results. 

Source:  Beaton, Cebotari and Komaromi (2017). 

-0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5

Centrality among importers in the world trade
network (In eigencentrality)

Centrality among exporters in the world trade
network (Out eigencentrality)

Centrality in the world trade network
(Eigencentrality) ***

Number of countries import from (In Degree)

Number of countries export to (Out Degree) *

Number of trading partners (Total degree)***

Figure 20. Trade Connectivity and Economic Growth
(impact on 5-year average real per capita growth rate from moving from the 25 to the 75 percentile of trade statistic; 

in percentage points) 

Note: Based on system GMM estimates of the impact of trade on growth. Each trade variable is included in a 
distinct growth regression with the exception of in and out degree and in and out eigencentrality, which are 
included simultaneously in two distinct growth regressions. ***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1.
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A.   Binary (Unweighted) Networks: Actual vs. Benchmark 

Methodology 

To simulate a benchmark binary trade network, we estimate a LOGIT model where the outcome 
variable (  is 1 if there is an export link from country i to j, and the explanatory variables 
are the traditional gravity variables, such as size of the economies and trade costs:  

LOGIT ln ln ln 														 1  

where trade costs are proxied by the (log) distance between countries i and j, and by dummies 
for contiguity, common language, colonial relationship, common colonizer post 1945, being 
landlocked and for existence of regional trade agreement in force.18  

To transform the model-estimated probabilities of country i exporting to country j into a binary 
variable of the existence or not of a trade link, we set a cut-off probability above which we 
would predict that an export link is formed and below which no link is formed. This cut-off 
probability is chosen to ensure that the density of the simulated world network is the same as the 
density of the actual world network for each year.19 Thus, the probability cut-off averages about 
46 percent in the 1980s, increasing gradually to 52 percent by 2010-15. 

Results 

Results of the gravity model estimated with the binary trade network suggest that all gravity 
variables are highly significant in affecting the 
likelihood of countries trading with each other 
(Table 2). As we have seen earlier in the simple 
scatter of degree and country size, the incentives to 
form bilateral trade links are closely related to the 
size of the economy. Larger countries tend to trade 
with more destinations, and trade links with larger 
trading partners are more likely: an increase in the 
own or partner’s GDP by 1 percent increases the 
odds ratio of having a trade link by 0.6-0.7 percent. 
As expected, distance or being landlocked reduced 
the probability of establishing a trading relation, 
while common language and a former colonial 
relation positively affect the odds of having trade 

                                                 
18 GDP data are from the IMF’s World Economic Outlook (WEO) database, while geographic and demographic 
variables (such as distance, language and colonial relationship) are from the CEPII database. 
19 This approach is similar to Serrano et al (2010) and Dueñas and Fagiolo (2011), who use a hidden-variable model 
in conjunction with the gravity model to determine thresholds for matching the actual density of the trade networks.  
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links. The coefficients and their significance are robust to whether the estimation is done with or 
without fixed time effects.    

How well does this benchmark model predict the topology of the actual WTN and LAC’s 
integration within the WTN? Using the estimated logit-gravity model, we construct the 
predicted binary trade network, calculate the usual network statistics for the predicted network, 
and then compare the predicted network indicators to indicators in the actual WTN.  The 
predicted data matches relatively well the cross-country and time-series structure of the actual 
data. The evolution of degree or number of trading partners is well explained by the dynamic 
elements of the gravity model (economic growth) and the overall density of the world networks. 
Figure 21 presents the results for the LAC and Asia regions of this comparison. For both 
regions, the gravity model predictions closely match the actual evolution of trade relationships, 
although for Asia trade integration (on average) has consistently —albeit marginally—exceeded 
the predictions of our estimated gravity model. 

Figure 21. Network Centrality: Actual vs Predicted (Timeline) 

Since the models by construction matches the degree of the entire network, we focus on how 
well it replicates individual country connectivity. Figure 22 compares predicted to actual degree 
(with the remaining measures broadly similar due to their high correlation). Mexico, Venezuela 
and Panama stand out as being significantly less diversified than predicted from the logit-gravity 
model, whereas many smaller countries are better connected relative to predictions (especially 
Belize, Suriname, Nicaragua and Paraguay). The high integration of the five countries with the 
largest degree centrality in the region can be fully explained with the logit-gravity model. 
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Figure 22. Degree Connectivity: Actual vs Predicted (2015) 

 

Compared to the predictions of the logit-gravity model for degree, the estimates of the other 
network measures are less accurate in replicating the topology of the WTN (Figure 23). In the 
case of eigencentrality, for example, the results suggest that both LAC and Asia are less 
integrated as measured by out-eigencentrality compared to predictions from the model. In 
contrast to LAC, however, Asian economies were able to narrow their underperformance over 
time, particularly since the early 2000s (notably marked by China’s accession to the World 
Trade Organization in 2001). Asia’s catch up over the past ten years may also be attributed to its 
relatively stronger integration into global value chains.  
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Figure 23. Network Eigencentrality: Actual vs Predicted (Timeline) 

 

B.   Weighted Networks: Actual vs. Predicted 

After comparing the binary WTN to its benchmark, we turn to the simulated benchmark for the 
weighted WTN. To simulate a weighted network, we use the trade flow predictions from non-
linear specification of the gravity model, estimated with Poisson pseudo-maximum likelihood 
(PPML):  

exp ln ln ln 								 2  

where the variables are the same as in regression (1) above, but  now represents the 
nominal exports from country i to j.20 

The regression coefficients from the PPML estimation in Table 3 are highly significant and of 
the expected sign, with the exception of the colonial relationship (which has a negative 

                                                 
20 The PPML specifications has a number of advantages over OLS estimates, including (i) the possibility of keeping 
the zero observations, since the estimation is on the level of exports and not on the logs; (ii) the error variance of 
bigger countries is bigger, so higher observed trade flows are also assumed to be more uncertain and a smaller 
weight is put on minimizing the residuals of big countries when estimating the coefficients; and (iii) if the error 
term in the original non-linear model is heteroskedastic, then the error term in the log-linearized model will be 
correlated with the explanatory variables, and OLS will be inconsistent. 
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correlation with export flows). On the basis of the 
predicted trade flows, we construct the weighted 
adjacency matrix and calculate the weighted 
network measures (including strength and 
weighted eigencentrality).  

Comparing the benchmark network measures to 
the actual data suggests that most LAC countries 
are more weakly integrated into the WTN than 
predicted by the gravity model (Figures 24, 25). 
To better gauge the significance of the deviations 
of strength centrality from its predicted levels—
given that the model errors appear to be 
proportional to country size—we scale the 
strength gap by its predicted value.21 Adjusting 
trade flow deviations by the size of the flow 
makes it more clear that trade underperformance in the large countries is in fact relatively small 
(for example, only around 6 percent in the case of Brazil), while smaller countries like Panama 
and Belize show much larger 
underperformance in percentage terms 
(Figure 25). Only a few countries in the 
region show higher-than-predicted 
strength (Paraguay, Bolivia, Mexico, 
Chile and Nicaragua). Relative to the 
size of the trade flows, Paraguay and 
Bolivia appear to over-trade the most, 
while Mexico over-trades at broadly 
similar levels as Chile. The qualitative 
results for other weighted network 
measures are in line with the ones for 
strength, and are not reported here.  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
21 This is equivalent to scaling bilateral export gap by predicted exports, when strength is not scaled by total flows in 
the network to begin with. 

Table 3. Gravity Regression results: PPML
Explained variable: exports

Coef.

Ln GDP Exporter 0.818***

Ln GDP Partner 0.839***

Ln Weighted Distance -0.630***

Contiguity 0.599***

Common language 0.463***

Colonial relationship -0.115***

Common colonizer 0.888***

Landlocked -0.411***

Regional trade agreement 0.209***

Pseudo R2 0.8891

Observations 902,150
*

p < 0.05, 
**

p < 0.01, 
***

p  < 0.001
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Figure 24. LAC Trade: Relative to Predictions from Gravity Equation
(percent deviation of actual exports from predicted, all trading partners)

*The Caribbean region excludes the Dominican Republic, which is shown separetly on the chart.
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Figure 25. Strength Connectivity: Actual vs Predicted (2015) 

 

The weak regional role of large LAC countries becomes apparent again when we compare 
actual strength with the predictions of the benchmark for the LAC regional subnetwork. Figure 
26 shows the percent strength gaps calculated for the regional subnetwork, i.e. it compares the 
sum of actual exports to LAC countries to the sum of predicted exports to LAC countries. As 
was the case for the world network, most countries in LAC appear to under-trade regionally as 
well. Both Chile and Mexico, who 
have been over-trading in the 
context of the world network, are 
estimated to under-trade with 
regional partners. This reflects the 
clear extra-regional integration of 
both countries, and in the case of 
Mexico its connectivity to the U.S. 
On the other hand, El Salvador and 
Costa Rica under-trade globally 
but have strong regional ties. 
Bolivia, Paraguay and Nicaragua 
are estimated to overtrade both in 
the work and regional networks. 
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Figure 26. LAC Intra-regional Trade: Relative to Predictions from 
Gravity Equation
(percent deviation of actual exports from predicted, LAC trading partners)

*The Caribbean region excludes the Dominican Republic, which is shown separetly on the 
chart.
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It is worth noting that the underperformance in the LAC weighted strength relative to the model 
is a relatively recent phenomenon, with the actual data matching the benchmark predictions very 
closely until 2010 (Figure 27). In other words, the volume of trade flows has not kept up with 
the predictions implied by the evolution of the LAC and partner economies and/or has not 
reaped the full benefits of the trade agreements. In contrast, Asia has consistently over-
performed against the predicted trade flows. 

V.   CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has looked at LAC’s trade integration from the perspective of connectivity within 
world and regional trade networks, drawing on the network analysis literature. In addition to 
connectivity indicators, it compares trade integration of LAC countries to the predictions of 
simulated binary and weighted trade networks, generated on the basis of gravity models, to 
determine whether the region is indeed under-trading relative to its peers.  

The focus on network indicators helped provide additional insights into the nature of LAC’s 
trade integration, relative to traditional measures such as trade openness. They have helped show 
that relatively closed countries in the region by traditional trade integration measures like 
openness are also among the most integrated in terms of the number of trade links and play a 
central role in trade networks based on trade relations alone. On average, LAC is relatively well 
connected in terms of market diversification, although there is room for further integration. The 
connectivity of most countries in the region is in line or above what can be projected based on 
the size of their economies or gravity-based models, but many countries are still under-
connected either due to the concentration of their exports geographically (Mexico) or in terms of 
composition (Venezuela). This, along with the region’s relatively weak participation in global 
value chains, prevents it from reaching a critical threshold of connectivity that would allow it to 
play a more central role in the WTN.  

Figure 27. Evolution of Strength Connectivity: Actual vs. Predicted 
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LAC’s integration in terms of the intensity of the trade flows is somewhat weaker, including 
relative to the predictions of the gravity model. The strength of the trade links has generally 
been commensurate with the evolution of the regional economies, but appear to have slowed 
below these levels over the past few years. Mexico’s integration in the United States supply 
chain have boosted the strength of its connectivity into the WTN, but other larger countries have 
lagged behind, reducing the overall centrality of the region in the world network. While under-
trading by the largest countries drives the weaker integration in trade networks because of the 
sheer size of the flows, in relative terms their under-trading is limited: the percent deviation of 
actual trade from that predicted by the gravity model is much more evident in smaller countries 
rather than in larger ones like Brazil.      

The density of the LAC trade subnetwork is high due to the small number of countries in the 
region, but the strength of these connections is weak. This reflects the extra-regional 
concentration of their trade, with the United States playing the role of the region’s trade hub. 
The largest countries in the region (Mexico, Brazil) are not central to the LAC network, and 
play the role of only local hubs to their immediate neighbors or trade agreement partners. There 
is significant scope for larger countries to position themselves for a more central role in the 
regional subnetwork, but the factors that could facilitate such integration are left for future 
research. 
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Annex I. An Overview of Network Measures 

This annex provides definitions and formulas for various network analysis measures, drawn 
from Newman (2010). 
 
A network is a structure that made up of a set of objects (called nodes 
or vertices) that are connected together. A node or vertex is the 
fundamental unit of which network are formed, and the connections 
between the nodes are called edges or links. A weighted or valued 
network can be represented by giving the edge values equal to the 
weights of the corresponding connections, and a directed graph is a 
network in which each edge has a direction, pointing from one vertex 
to another.  
 

Annex Table 1. Network Measures 
Measure Definition Formula 

Degree  
 

The degree of a node is the number 
of connections it has to other nodes, 
often expressed as a fraction of total 
possible connections it can have. 

 

where 1 if there 
is a connection 
between j and i. 
 
The figure herein 
illustrates the degree 
centrality of the nodes 
in a hypothetical 
network.1/ 
 
 

Strength  The sum of weights attached to ties 
belonging to a node (e.g. value of 
total trade).  

 

where 1 if there is a connection between j and i and 
denotes the weight of such connection (in our cases it is the 

value of the trade flows). 
Eigenvector 
Centrality 
 

Eigenvector centrality gives each 
vertex a score proportional to the 
sum of the scores of its neighbors. 
This is based on the concept that 
connections to high-scoring nodes 
contribute more to the score of the 
node in question than equal 
connections to low-scoring nodes.  
 
Inward eigencentrality considered 
only vertices that points out to vertex 
v and outward eigencentrality 
considers those that vertex v points 
to.   
 

1

∈

1

∈

 

where  is the 
relative centrality 
score of vertex v. For 
a given graph 
G=(V,E) with |V| 
number of vertices, 
A , 	is the 
adjacency matrix, i.e. 

, =1 if vertex v is 
linked to vertex t, and 

, =0 otherwise. 
M(v) is a set of neighbors of v and λ is a constant.   

A(0.33)

C(0.50) D(0.33) E(0.50)

G(0.33)

F(0.33)

B(0.33)

A(0.74)

C(1.00) D(0.85) E(1.00)

G(0.74)

F(0.74)

B(0.74)
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Weighted eigencentrality assigns 
weights to each connection (links) 
considered in calculation. 

 

Closeness 
Centrality 
 

The closeness centrality is calculated 
as the sum of the length of the 
shortest paths between the vertex and 
all other vertices in the graph. Thus, 
the more central a node is, the closer 
it is to all other nodes. 

C x
∑ ,

 

where d(y,x) is the 
distance (length of 
the shortest path) 
between vertex x 
and y. n is the total 
number of shortest 
paths between the 
vertices and all 
other vertices.  
 
 

Betweenness 
Centrality 
 

The betweenness centrality for each 
vertex is the number of the shortest 
paths that pass through the vertex. 
For every pair of vertices in a graph, 
there exists a shortest path between 
the vertices such that either the 
number of edges that the path passes 
through (for undirected graphs) or 
the sum of the weights of the edges 
(for directed graphs) is minimized. 

∈

 

where  is the total number of shortest paths joining any two 
nodes/vertices s and t and is the number of those paths 
that pass through v. 
 
The betweenness of a vertex v in a graph G:=(V,E) with V 
vertices is computed as follows:1. For each pair of vertices (s,t), 
compute the shortest paths between them. 2. For each pair of 
vertices (s,t), 
determine the 
fraction of 
shortest paths that 
pass through the 
vertex in question 
(here, vertex v). 3. 
Sum this fraction 
over all pairs of 
vertices (s,t). 
 
 

Authority 
Centrality 

The authority centrality of a vertex is 
defined to be proportional to the sum 
of the hub centralities of the vertices 
that point to it. 

 

where  is the authority centrality and  is the hub centrality, 
and 1 if vertices j points to vertices i. 

Hub 
Centrality 

The hub centrality of a vertex is 
proportional to the sum of the 
authority centralities of the vertices it 
points to. 

 

where  is the authority centrality and  is the hub centrality, 
and 1 if vertices i points to vertices j. 

1/ The sample networks in the figures drawn with STATA’s NETPLOT. 
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